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This report is required for each digital product you have submitted in response to Proclamation 2019. If the responses are the same for multiple products, you may list them all on one form. If you submitted print and digital, you only need to submit the form for your digital products. 
Please answer each question with as much detail as possible. Where possible, please provide a rationale or background information that can help the State Board of Education (SBOE) make informed decisions about technical standards in future proclamations. 
 1. Does your submission include any digital components? 
 If yes, proceed to question 2. If no, skip to questions 8 and 9. 
 2. Which delivery format are you using for the digital components?  (Select all that apply.)
 3. Do the digital components require user authentication to access the content? 
 4. Do the digital components require rostering (systematic recognition  of teacher-student relationship)? 
 5. Is your digital content standards compatible? 
If yes, continue to question 6. If no, skip to question 7. 
 6. Specify the standards to which your content confirms. (Select all that apply.) 
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 8. Indicate your company's interest in participating in the following standards-review processes. (Select all that  
 apply.)
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